LgPList Marketplace Add-on

Additional Vessel Positions for Shipbrokers
Telix now offers the ability to show additional vessel positions
to enrich market information available to ship brokers using
LgPList. Most brokers rely on their own incoming messages for
vessel positions but this Telix add-on will provide additional
positions from a Digital Shipping Marketplace even from
messages you never received.
LgMAR and SHIPNEXT - a Digital Shipping Marketplace, have formed a partnership to provide
TELiX users with an additional option which further improves LgMAR Shipbroking Suite with
information over and above of those in their inhouse system. This brings the shipping and
chartering world to a new dimension which majority of the companies were long looking for digital inter-connectivity.
The following technologies work in tandem to further empower shipbrokers which will, as has
been proof-tested, become some much more efficient in managing their workflow:
AutoRead© can silently scan all your incoming messages and translate these to vessel positions,
useful information appropriately commented and classified.
LgPList© is assisting brokers to manage information related to vessels and positions. Information
from incoming messages is immediately available to all users. Examine your data by type, date,
size, area, commissions, source, account, etc and summarize to a report, a message or a circular
list ready to be forwarded.
Shipnext is a Digital Shipping Marketplace and Transportation Platform, that provides instant data
and e-mail processing, instant Cargo-to-Ship matching, freight trading and contract management,
digital documentation flow, freight finance and supply chain management solutions.
LgMAR is a software company founded by a team of dedicated experts in computer science and
maritime business, to develop highly specialized software in the area of telecommunications.
LgMAR is recognized as a leading company in communications software with several hundreds of
installations and thousands of satisfied users. Clients are based mainly in Greece, but also in a
number of other world regions (Europe, North and South America, Far East, Middle East) mostly in
the Shipping related section (Ship Owners, Ship Managers, ShipBrokers, Ship Agents, Operators,
Banks, Insurance Brokers, Manning Agents, Transport Companies, etc.)
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